
ABO Lock: 
Beyond Access Control
 
With our digital access control ABO Lock, you can easily control and

record via app who has access to your wind turbines.



Control the safe access to your wind turbines with ABO Lock

Nowadays, thousands of technicians have keys to access a
large number of wind turbines. One key usually gives
unlimited access to all work areas, from the switch gear to
the service lift, regardless of training and certification.
However, the EN 50110-1 regulation unequivocally 
stipulates that the system operator is responsible for access 
control. This can only be ensured with real-time monitoring 
of the entrance.

That creates risks and problems: 

 Keys get lost

 Administrative burden

 No mechanism for access control

 HSE responsibility is not adequately managed

 Increased service times and costs

 Lack of evidence in event of damage, theft or accident

ABO Lock: Secure and easy to handle

Together with deister electronic, the leading supplier

of secure lock systems, we have developed a smart lock

system for controlled access to wind turbines.

The principle: Customers manage access authorisations

centrally and send out access codes as required. The

authorised personnel access the turbines with their

access code. They access work areas depending on their

qualification and authorisation.

This way, owners can better manage their health

and safety responsibilities. Customisable access time

limitations are also available (for example for a fixed

duration or a one-time pass).

Your Benefits

 Reduction of deployment time for external service   
 providers (e.g. surveyors)

 Tracking of deployment times 

 Basis for documentation in the event of damage 

 Fewer keys equals risk minimisation 

 Emergency operations possible without damage and   
 with good coordination

 Real-time monitoring of accesses and sensitive areas

 User agreements with renowned service companies

ABO Lock even works without a network connection and is available for transformer stations, 
biogas plants and other renewable energy installations as well.
Please do not hesitate to contact us. We are happy to prepare a bespoke service package.
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ABO Lock allows authorised personnel to access wind turbines and predefined work areas with a personal identification number and a transaction code.


